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Technical Data Sheet

Eclipse Anti-bacterial Hand Claner 
Food Industry Hand Cleaner            APPLIED AEAHC 
  

Description:   Eclipse (AEAHC) is a premium quality liquid antibacterial hand cleanser formulated for use in the 
food industry. 
 
Eclipse easily removes animal fats, dirt, grease and grime.  
 
Eclipse rinses freely leaving hands soft and hygienically clean. Eclipse is easily and economically 
dispensed.  
 
Eclipse - an efficient, cost-effective way to totally clean hands. 
 

Intended Use:  Eclipse should be used before food handling and or preparation. 
 

Product 
features: 

 Antibacterial formulation 

Easily dispensed 

Great value for money – only a small amount is required for a full wash 

Rinses off easily  

Mild formula contains an emollient for softer feeling hands 

Formulated without perfume to ensure no after use residue  

 

Typical 
Physical 
Properties: 

 Technical data should be considered representative or typical only and should not be used for specification purposes. 
 
Appearance: Clear, pink-red, liquid.  
Odour: Non-perfumed. 
pH: 7.0 – 7.5 
 

 
Directions for 
Use: 

  
Eclipse is ideally used through an Applied hand cleaner dispenser, sturdily constructed, easy to refill 
and designed to give the correct economical measure of product to clean hands thoroughly without 
waste. 
 
Washing Your Hands Hygienically With Eclipse  
 
1. Wet hands with warm running water 

2. Dispense Eclipse into palm of hands. 

3. Rub hands together vigorously for 20-30 seconds 

4. Make sure you wash your palms, back of hands, wrists, fingers and under fingernails. 

5. Rinse your hands well with warm running water 

6. Dry hands completely with a clean, fresh paper towel. Wet hands are more likely to carry germs 

than dirty hands so dry them well. 

Storage:  Avoid temperature extremes. 

Precautions:  Please refer to appropriate safety data sheet (SDS) prior to using this product. 
For technical assistance, please call 1800-063-511 
FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY 

Warranty:  Applied will replace any material found to be defective. Because the storage, handling and application of 
this material is beyond our control, we can accept no liability for the results obtained. 

Disclaimer:  All information on this data sheet is based on laboratory testing and is not intended for design purposes. 
ITW Polymers & Fluids and Applied makes no representations or warranties of any kind concerning this 
data. 

Order 
Information: 

  
AEAHC-200  Applied Eclipse Antibacterial Hand Cleaner 200 L 
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